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Introduction

No venture fund larger than $750M has ever returned more than 2.0x to its limited partner investors. Fewer than a dozen funds larger than $300M have. On the other hand, over 250 funds smaller than $300M have cleared that same bar (Figure 1)\(^1\). A similar gap exists when performance is measured by cumulative IRR, which is 15.9% in funds smaller than $250M versus just 4.3% in funds larger than $250M (Figure 2)\(^2\).

In spite of the clear performance difference by fund size, venture capital has become increasingly concentrated in large funds since 1998, with 50-60% of all new capital raised in the asset class committed to funds larger than $300M. Before 1998, fewer than 40 venture funds over $300M had ever been raised. Since then, more than 600 funds have. Unsurprisingly, overall returns for the entire asset class have declined over that same period (Figure 3). This increasing concentration, combined with the systemic challenges in the U.S. market for initial public offerings\(^3\), accounts for much of the reason venture capital returns have struggled in the last 10 years.

\(^1\) Preqin Private Equity Performance Analyst

\(^2\) ThomsonOne Private Equity; Calculated for all U.S. venture funds raised since 1990

\(^3\) Beyond the scope of this paper; best articulated in “Market Structure is Causing the IPO Crisis” by David Weild and Edward Kim, June 2010
THE INESCAPABLE CONCLUSION FROM THIS DATA IS THAT LARGER VENTURE FUNDS GENERALLY UNDERPERFORM SMALLER FUNDS, DESPITE THE PRESUMED ADVANTAGES OF TRACK RECORD AND BRAND NAME THAT ALLOWED THEM TO RAISE SUCH LARGE POOLS OF CAPITAL IN THE FIRST PLACE. BUT WHY IS THAT?

COMMONLY CITED EXPLANATIONS INCLUDE: TOO MANY DOLLARS PER GENERAL PARTNER, TOO MANY PORTFOLIO COMPANIES PER GENERAL PARTNER, AND TOO MUCH MANAGEMENT FEE PER FIRM. EACH OF THESE CONTAINS AN ELEMENT OF TRUTH, BUT NONE FULLY EXPLAINS WHY RETURNS IN VENTURE DECLINE WITH INCREASING AMOUNTS OF CAPITAL UNDER MANAGEMENT, UNLIKE IN OTHER PRIVATE EQUITY ASSET CLASSES LIKE BUYOUTS OR REAL ESTATE. FOR EXAMPLE, BUYOUT FUNDS LARGER THAN $750M CAN RETURN 2.0X OR BETTER TO THEIR LIMITED PARTNERS, AS 11% HAVE MANAGED TO DO SINCE 1990, EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE SIMILAR DOLLARS PER GENERAL PARTNER AND MANAGEMENT FEE PROFILES AS A COMPARABLY Sized VENTURE FUND4.

**Exits tend to be small and infrequent**

THE PERFORMANCE CONSTRAINT MUST BE MORE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE VENTURE CAPITAL BUSINESS MODEL ITSELF. VENTURE FUNDS GENERATE RETURNS FOR THEIR INVESTORS ONLY WHEN THEY EXIT A SUCCESSFUL PORTFOLIO COMPANY THROUGH A SALE OR PUBLIC STOCK OFFERING. SO TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE CORE ISSUE, WE BEGIN BY ANALYZING THE EMPIRICAL DATA FOR SUCCESSFUL VENTURE-BACKED HEALTHCARE AND LIFE SCIENCE PORTFOLIO COMPANY EXITS OVER THE LAST DECADE, AND THEN WORK BACKWARD TO THE IMPLICATIONS ON FUND SIZE AND INVESTMENT STRATEGY. THE SAME ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS HOLD FOR THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECTOR5; WE FOCUS IN THIS PAPER ON THE HEALTHCARE AND LIFE SCIENCE SECTOR GIVEN ITS RELEVANCE TO OUR FIRM’S PARTICULAR INVESTMENT STRATEGY.

---

4 Preqin Private Equity Performance Analyst
5 Supporting data and analysis for IT or for all VC available upon request.
WHY VENTURE CAPITAL DOES NOT SCALE

Figure 4 shows the frequency and valuation of every reported exit of a venture-backed U.S. healthcare or life science company in the decade between 2000-2009. Of 534 exits during that period, the average amount of equity invested was $56M and the average exit value was $156M. By number of total companies, 45% exited at $100M or less, 68% at $200M or less, 83% at $300M or less and 90% at $400M or less.

Of course, this histogram includes only those companies that were successful enough to exit; it does not show those that went bankrupt or the so-called “living dead,” which have neither gone out of business nor exited through M&A or IPO. A total of 2,599 U.S. healthcare and life-science companies received venture capital between 1994-2003, which is a reasonable estimate of the corresponding peer group of companies since the average hold time at exit is 6 years. Thus, only 1 in 5 venture-backed healthcare and life science companies funded from 1994-2003 went on to exit in 2000-2009.

The data underscore what we already know intuitively from experience: exits are few and far between in the venture business, with risk of capital loss and long gestation periods associated with each individual investment. Unlike the buyout industry, where exit valuations scale linearly from millions to billions based on the size of cash flows in the underlying companies, the venture industry tends to produce companies whose exit valuations cluster below $300M because they are most often priced based on growth projections and proprietary technology, rather than on cash flow, given the earlier developmental stage of venture-backed companies. This clustering phenomenon is a critical distinction between venture and buyout, and the resulting average expected value of a successful exit places fundamental constraints on the upper limit of venture capital per company and on venture capital fund size, above which performance begins to drop sharply.

Obviously, average expected exit value constrains capital invested per deal. It does not make sense to invest into projects that require $56M of equity into a company in a sector where the typical successful exit is $156M, and where at least a third of the companies lose capital (expected value of 1.30x return). This is an obvious point when stated in terms of averages, but many venture capitalists ignore the historical empirical data and focus instead on statistically improbable outliers – like the $400M+ exits that represent less than 10% of all successful outcomes, and where the expected value of that same $56M investment would be 3.33x. Although any single winning investment may be much larger than the average of $156M, it is improbable that any given portfolio of winning deals will beat the 10-year historical averages.

Instead, the better investment strategy is to accept the historical average as a fixed constraint, and then limit portfolio companies to only the sub-set of high-quality projects whose capital requirements are also low enough to generate attractive multiples at average exit values, or less than $25M in the case of a $156M average exit (expected value of 2.91x). This isn’t easy. In the life science sector, for example, most technologies require significantly more capital than that to commercialize. But given the historical average data, that just means that most life science technologies are not good venture investment candidates, regardless of how interesting the underlying market or technology appears. The alternative—mistakenly setting the assumed exit valuation too high—leads to the classic Lake Wobegon effect, where all winners have to be above average in order for the overall

---

8 We use the word “average” for linguistic simplicity, but technically calculate the 5% trimmed mean of the dataset, which ignores the highest 5% exit values.
Including these “long-tail” events produces a straight arithmetic mean of $171M.
7 ThomsonOne Private Equity; Calculated based on all US venture-backed healthcare company exits from 2000-2009
6 ThomsonOne Private Equity
5 ThomsonOne Private Equity; Average total equity raised across all US venture-backed healthcare company exits from 2000-2009
3 Assuming investors own 70% of company, EV = $156M * (1-0.33) * 0.70 / $56M
portfolio to return an acceptable multiple because individual investments were underwritten that require too much capital.

**Average exit valuations limit venture fund size**

Less obviously, average exit value also constrains venture capital fund size. In order for a portfolio of venture investments to perform overall, winning companies must return “big” multiples. *But big relative to what? Winning deals must generate large returns as a fraction of total fund size, rather than as a multiple of capital invested.* This is an unintuitive but important point. For example, how relevant is a 15x return on a $10M investment? The answer depends on fund size. In a $100M fund, two of those deals would return 3x gross to the limited partners. But a $1B fund, it’s a rounding error – unless it can be repeated 20 times. Because exits are few and far between in venture, high-impact deals are defined less by multiple of investment capital returned than by the fraction of total fund size returned, which is in turn a function of three variables: exit value, fund size and ownership percentage. The historical average expected exit value curve should be accepted as a fixed constraint and fund size and ownership percentage should therefore be designed accordingly to optimize the overall chances of delivering good fund performance.

To illustrate, consider the impact of exiting a 50% ownership position in a company valued at $200M on two venture funds of different sizes: Fund A of $100M and Fund B of $500M. In Fund A, this single exit returns 100% of the entire fund and one-third of the total capital required to generate a 3x gross return to LPs. In Fund B, the same exit returns just 20% of the entire fund and one-fifteenth of the total capital required for a 3x return. Thus, Fund B must generate *five times as many* winning companies—or it must produce winners that are *five times larger*—than Fund A. In practice, however, the number of individual portfolio companies is not five times larger. Instead, Fund B typically writes bigger individual checks into a portfolio of 25-50 companies whereas Fund A writes smaller checks into a portfolio of 15-25 companies, which means Fund B is implicitly relying on a higher hit rate and on higher than average exits than Fund A to generate similar performance.

Another way to look at the impact of fund size is to consider how large (and correspondingly rare) an exit is required to return 1x the entire fund. As calculated above, at 50% ownership, a $100M fund requires a $200M exit, or about a third larger than the 10-year average exit of $156M, to return 1x the entire fund. On the other hand, a $500M fund requires a $1 billion exit – which would rank in the 99th percentile of all successful exits in U.S. life sciences over the last decade. Referring back to Figure 4, 164 companies exited for $200M or more (69th percentile and above), while only 4 exited for more than $1B. *Given that, which fund is more likely to produce winners that return 1x the entire fund?*

**A venture fund should be no larger than 1.0-1.5x the average equity value at exit of venture-backed companies in its investment sector.** Fund performance drops off precipitously as the ratio of fund size to average exit value increases above that range, as evidenced in Figure 1 above, because returning a given multiple of capital to limited partner investors requires either increasingly improbable mega-exits within the portfolio (i.e., “grand slams”) or an increasingly unrealistic fraction of the total portfolio of companies to develop into successful investments (i.e., “batting average”).
In addition to fund size, the percentage ownership in the underlying portfolio companies is also critically important to fund performance. For example, 1x the $100M in Fund A could be returned by exiting a single company with 60% ownership for $167M (63rd percentile), or by exiting three companies with 20% ownership for $167M each (63rd percentile x 3 independent events), or by exiting a single company with 20% ownership for $500M (95th percentile). Although these three examples are mathematically equivalent, they are not statistically equivalent as the first outcome is much more probable than the other two.

Venture capital fund performance is therefore highly sensitive to two design variables: 1) the ratio of fund size to average exit value, and 2) the average percentage ownership of its portfolio companies. Stitching both of these parameters together, the following table shows the difference in the number of portfolio companies that must succeed to generate a gross return of 3.0x on Fund A of $100M versus Fund B of $500M fund at a given average exit value and a given average portfolio company ownership percentage11. In other words, how many deals have to work to return 3x?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Size = $100 Million</th>
<th>Fund Size = $500 Million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Ownership</strong></td>
<td><strong>Average Enterprise Value at Exit ($Millions)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At a $150M average exit value and a 40% average ownership position, Fund A needs only 4 winning companies in its portfolio to return 3x gross. Fund B needs 21. The latter is clearly unlikely, both as a fraction of the total portfolio and of the total number of exits in the entire U.S. over a 5-year time period (8% assuming the historical rate).

Notice also that both funds are extremely sensitive to average ownership percentage: as it drops from 40% to 15%, the number of winners required for Fund A grows to a less plausible 11 companies and for Fund B grows to a plainly unachievable 56. So in addition to keeping the fund size small, maintaining high ownership positions is also important. Doing so requires the fund to adopt an early-
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11 Assuming all other losing investments return just 0.5x the fund in aggregate.
stage entry strategy, since apart from distressed situations, there is almost no way to get 30-50% ownership positions when investing for the first time at the Series B round and beyond. It also puts significant downward pressure on the total capital requirements of the underlying portfolio companies in a relatively small fund. For example, if Fund A were to build a portfolio of 12 equally sized positions at 40% average ownership, then each company could consume only $16-18M in total equity capital from entry to exit\textsuperscript{12}. This is challenging but can be managed through rigorous portfolio selection—that is, investing in only the sub-set of otherwise interesting opportunities that also meet the constraint of total capital required.

A common concern with a portfolio selection strategy that screens on capital efficiency is based on the mistaken belief that the most successful companies (i.e., the companies most likely to exit well above the mean) will also tend to raise the largest amounts of capital. In reality, however, the correlation between total amount of venture capital raised and ultimate exit value is very low (Figure 7). Similarly, there are plenty of examples of companies that raised less than $25M in total equity and went on to exit for $100-500M, as shown in the same scatter plot.

Of course, a large venture fund or one with a low average ownership percentage could still get lucky and return 3x based on one or more statistical outliers (e.g., 15% of a company that exits for $2B). \textit{But luck is not a strategy.} Well-designed venture funds should be no larger than 1.0-1.5x the average historical exit value of companies in their sector and should own an average of 30% or more of their underlying portfolio companies. That way, they don’t have to hope to get lucky with a 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile exit by valuation in their portfolio in order to produce reasonable overall returns. Creating winning companies is hard enough without having to also get lucky on a string of unlikely exit valuations to compensate for too big a fund or too much capital per deal.

\textbf{Why large venture funds continue to be raised}

So, if it is structurally improbable that large venture funds will produce 2x or better returns regardless of prior track record in smaller funds or brand advantages, why do these large funds continue to be raised? The answer on the general partner side is simple: it’s in their economic interest to do so if they can. As illustrated in Figure 7, the net present value of management fees alone for a fund at $500M exceeds the fees and carry of a fund at $100M, \textit{even if it returned 4x}. This is not a particularly extreme example by fund size, so you can see how a general partner could rationally choose to operate a larger fund that is structurally likely to return just 1.0-1.5x rather than a smaller fund with the potential to return 2-3x or better.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Correlation between venture capital raised and exit value}
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\caption{Correlation between venture capital raised and exit value}
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\textsuperscript{12} Assumes other investors accounted for equal funding and another 40%. Assumes management fees are re-invested. Ignores debt and non-dilutive financing in portfolio companies.
The answer on the limited partner side is more complicated. Venture funds larger than $300M are a relatively new phenomenon over the last 10 years, so it has taken time for those funds to mature. Now that the results are in and the performance gap is clear, many limited partners are indeed migrating their manager relationships back toward smaller funds. Of course, most of the best-recognized venture firms are still raising large funds for the reason above. So how are those getting raised? Fund-of-funds by their very business model aim to balance both access to prestigious brand name firms and long-term investment performance, and those objectives can come into conflict when the best brands raise large funds. But even pension funds and endowments with no particular need for brand proximity can still tend towards large funds for a variety of reasons, including: a need to get a large number of dollars to work without wanting or being able to comprise more than 10% of an individual fund, a misunderstanding of how much harder it is to return 2x on funds larger than $300M, a perception that smaller funds are riskier, or the perennial human hope that “this time will be different.”

**Summary of the main idea**

Venture capital performance does not scale well to larger fund sizes because venture-backed exits tend to cluster below $300M since, unlike in the buyout industry, the underlying companies are rarely valued as a linear multiple of cash flow given their earlier stage of development. Exits are few and far between. So winning deals must generate large returns as a fraction of total fund size, rather than as a multiple of capital invested. Well-designed venture funds should therefore be no larger than 1.0-1.5x the average historical exit value of companies in their sector and should own an average of 30% or more of their underlying portfolio companies. That way, they don’t have to hope for empirically improbable exit valuations in their portfolio to produce reasonable overall returns. Luck is not a strategy. Creating winning companies is hard enough without having to also put together a string of unlikely exit valuations to compensate for a fund that is too big, ownership levels that are too small, or individual portfolio companies that require too much capital.